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The systematized indexes which are prepared for publication are: "Gosudarstvo i Pravo" ("State and Law") covering the periods of 1918-1922; 1930-1932; 1938-1939; 1941-1945; "Sovetskaia Iuridicheskaia Literature" ("Soviet Legal Literature"), 1917-1958.

In the journal "Sovetskoe Gosudarstvo i Pravo" ("Soviet State and Law") since 1930, lists of new legal literature are systematically printed. Bibliographical card indexes are kept (the first four card indexes are systematic): Russian pre-revolutionary literature (books and magazine articles) on the questions of law; Soviet book and journal literature from October 1917 in all fields of law; book and journal literature on the questions of law of the states of People's Democracies from 1946 (in Russian, Albanian, Rumanian, Bulgarian, Hungarian, Polish, German, Czech); foreign book and journal literature in all fields of law from 1930 (the card indexes are based on the holdings of the Library of the Institute of Law and partly on the book holdings of the Fundamental'naia Biblioteka AN SSSR (Fundamental Library of the Academy of Science of the USSR), Gos. biblioteka SSSR im V.I. Lenina (The State Library of the USSR named after V.I. Lenin) and the Gos. biblioteka inostrannoi literature (The State Library of Foreign Literature); reviews of literature on questions of law from 1917; personal data of Soviet and Russian pre-revolutionary lawyers and some on foreign lawyers; dissertations on the questions of law which have been defended.
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